BATTERIES, LIGHTS & SHOP ELECTRICAL

BATTERIES

- Eveready Batteries are designed to deliver dependable, powerful performance that keeps going and going.
- They provide long-lasting, dependable power for everyday devices, including toys, flashlights, smoke detectors, remote controls and more.

Eveready Battery Co. 6V Lantern Battery, 1-Pack BFS 1209

- Compact battery built for specific products.
- Works in devices such as automotive keyless entry, garage door openers, door chimes, calculators, watches, flashlights and medical devices.
- Long-lasting batteries that keep everyday devices going.

Energizer Specialty

1616 Remote Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS ECR1616BP
1620 Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS ECR1620BP
1632 Specialty Battery, 2-Pack BFS ECR1632BP
2016 Remote Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS ECR2016BP
2016 Remote Keyless Entry Batteries, 2-Pack BFS 2016BP-2
2025 Remote Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS ECR2025BP
2025 Remote Keyless Entry Batteries, 2-Pack BFS 2025BP-2
2032 Remote Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS ECR2032BP
2032 Remote Keyless Entry Batteries, 2-Pack BFS 2032BP-2
2430 Battery, 1 Pack BFS ECR2430BP
2450 Remote Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS ECR2450BP
357 Remote Keyless Entry Batteries, 3-Pack BFS 357BPZ-3
377 Watch/Electronics Battery, 2-Pack BFS 377BPZ-2
A23 Remote Keyless Entry Battery, 1-Pack BFS A23BPZ
A23 Remote Keyless Entry Batteries, 2-Pack BFS A23BPZ-2
A27 Small Electronics Battery, 1-Pack BFS A27BPZ
1.5 Volt Photo Battery, 2-Pack BFS E90BP-2

- Energizer Max Batteries are designed to deliver dependable, powerful performance that keeps going and going.
- They provide long-lasting, dependable power for everyday devices, including toys, flashlights, smoke detectors, remote controls and more.

Energizer Max

AA Alkaline Batteries, 4-Pack BFS E91BP-4
AA Alkaline Batteries, 8-Pack BFS E91MP-8
AA Alkaline Batteries, 16-Pack BFS E91LP-16
AAA Alkaline Batteries, 4-Pack BFS E92BP-4
AAA Alkaline Batteries, 8-Pack BFS E92MP-8
AAA Alkaline Batteries, 16-Pack BFS E92LP-16
AAAA Alkaline Batteries, 2-Pack BFS E96BP-2
C Alkaline Batteries, 4-Pack BFS E93BP-4
D Alkaline Batteries, 4-Pack BFS E95BP-4
9V Alkaline Batteries, 1-Pack BFS 522BP
9V Alkaline Batteries, 2-Pack BFS 522BP-2
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FLASHLIGHTS

- Light Output: High - 465 Lumens; Low - 222 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 3 Hours; Low - 7 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 210 Meters; Low - 60 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash, Focus Beam
- 4AA Batteries (Included)

POLICE SECURITY Elite Blackout Headlamp BFS 99434

- Adjustable Straps

POLICE SECURITY COB Headlamp BFS 98298

- Light Output: High - 150 Lumens; Low - 55 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 4 Hours; Low - 8 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 25 Meters; Low - 12 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash
- 3 AAA Batteries (Included)

POLICE SECURITY Connector Headlamp BFS 99645

- Light Output: High - 120 Lumens; Low - 51 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 1.5 Hours; Low - 2.5 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 100 Meters; Low - 61 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash, Focus Beam
- 3AAA Batteries (Included)

POLICE SECURITY Havoc Headlamp BFS 99706

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**POLICE SECURITY Simple Worklight**  
BFS 98068

- Light Output: 210 Lumens
- Run Time: 13 Hours
- Beam Distance: 23 Meters
- 3AAA Batteries (included)
- Magnetic Base

**POLICE SECURITY Lure Worklight**  
BFS 99519

- Light Output: 200 Lumens
- Run Time: 3.5 Hours
- Beam Distance: 40 Meters
- Non-Slip Body
- Magnet on Back

**POLICE SECURITY Hanger Worklight**  
BFS 99646

- Light Output: 125 Lumens in the body / 20 Lumens in the end
- Run Time: 4 Hours in the body / 15 Hours in the head
- Beam Distance: 15 Meters in the body / 3 Meters in the head
- Hook
- Magnet

**POLICE SECURITY 2 in 1 Worklight**  
BFS 99855

- 2 Work Light Settings: 110/35lm
- 60 Lumen SMD LED Focus Beam
- 180° Swivel Action
- Up to 4 Hour Run Time
- Wall Charger
- Braided USB Cable
- LED Battery Status

**Clore Automotive MANTIS LED COB Work Light, 110lm Max Output**  
SLR LNCMINI

- Up to 500 Max Lumen
- 2 Work Light Settings: 500/150lm
- 60 Lumen SMD LED Focus Beam
- 180° Swivel Action
- Up to 4 Hour Run Time on high
- IP54 Dust / Water Protection
- LED Battery Status Display
- Repair Service Coupon
- Unit Size: 2.25” W x 7.5” H

**Clore Automotive LED COB Work Light, 500lm Max Output**  
SLR LNC1541

- 3 Large LEDs
- Pen style body

**POLICE SECURITY Trifecta 3AAA LED Flashlight**  
BFS 98063

- 3 Large LEDs
- Pen style body

**POLICE SECURITY Triple Threat 3AA LED Flashlight**  
BFS 98067

**POLICE SECURITY Storm with Focus LED Flashlight**  
BFS 98296

- Rechargeable
- Metal Case
- Pocket Clip

**POLICE SECURITY Penlight Rechargeable Flashlight**  
BFS 98295

- Light Output: High - 130 Lumens; Low - 51 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 2 Hours; Low - 4 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 75 Meters; Low - 52 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash
- Belt Clip

**POLICE SECURITY Sleuth Flashlight**  
BFS 99627

**POLICE SECURITY Inspector Flashlight**  
BFS 99491

- Light Output: 300 Lumens
- Run Time: 3 Hours
- Beam Distance: 20 Hours
- COB Light Technology
- Water Resistant

**POLICE SECURITY Radar 2.0 Flashlight**  
BFS 99725

- Light Output: 120 Lumens
- Run Time: 3 Hours
- Beam Distance 8 Meters
- 3AAA Batteries (included)
- COB Light Technology

**POLICE SECURITY Radar Flashlight**  
BFS 99822

- Light Output: 60 Lumens
- Run Time: 2 Hours
- Beam Distance: 80 Meters
- 1AA Battery (Included)
- Water Resistant

**POLICE SECURITY Stealth Flashlight**  
BFS 99748

**POLICE SECURITY Bottle Opener Flashlight**  
BFS 98327

- Black Aluminum Case

**POLICE SECURITY Zephyr BLACK 9AA LED Flashlight**  
BFS 99910

- Light Output: High - 580 Lumens; Low - 147 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 5 Hours; Low - 13 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 160 Meters; Low - 70 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash, Violet, Red
- Red: Night Vision

**POLICE SECURITY Elite Trac Tact 3C Flashlight**  
BFS 99449

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- Light Output: 100 Lumens
- Run Time: 3 Hours
- Beam Distance: 120 Meters
- 2AA Batteries (included)
- Strike Bezel Head

POLICE SECURITY Blackjack Flashlight BFS 31483

- Light Output: High - 500 Lumens; Low - 150 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 5 Hours; Low - 6 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 250 Meters; Low - 150 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash
- 3C Batteries (Included)

POLICE SECURITY Knightstick 3C Flashlight BFS 20029

- Light Output: High - 130 Lumens; Low - 63 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 3 Hours; Low - 4 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 140 Meters; Low - 80 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash
- 2AA Batteries (Included)

POLICE SECURITY Knightstick 2AA Flashlight BFS 99276

- Light Output: High - 250 Lumens; Low - 134 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 5 Hours; Low - 8 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 160 Meters; Low - 90 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash, Focus Beam
- Slide Focus Beam

POLICE SECURITY Culprit Flashlight BFS 99553

- Light Output: 220 Lumens; Medium - 76; Low - 85 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 1.5 Hours; Medium - 5 Hours; Low - 9.5 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 150 Meters; Medium - 85 Meters; Low - 28 Meters
- Functions: High, Medium, Low, Flash, SOS, Focus Beam
- 2AA Batteries (Included)

POLICE SECURITY Elite Zephyr 2AA Flashlight BFS 99639

- Light Output: High - 230 Lumens; Low - 129 Lumens
- Run Time: High - 3 Hours; Low - 5 Hours
- Beam Distance: High - 100 Meters; Low - 67 Meters
- Functions: High, Low, Flash, Violet, Red
- Red: Night Vision

POLICE SECURITY Elite Trac Tact 2AA Flashlight BFS 99490

- Light Output: 23 Lumens
- Run Time: 5 Hours
- Beam Distance: 15 Meters
- 2AA Batteries (Included)
- Lightweight

POLICE SECURITY Covert Flashlight BFS 99571

- Light Output: 23 Lumens
- Run Time: 3 Hours
- Beam Distance: 15 Meters
- 1AAA Battery (Included)
- Strike Bezel Head

POLICE SECURITY Mole Flashlight BFS 99510

- Aggressive Case

POLICE SECURITY HyperCage LED Flashlight BFS 99975

POLICE SECURITY Shield Flashlight BFS 99815

- This non-rechargeable Mini-TAC light uses a CREE LED and has a deep parabolic reflector creating a tight, long throw beam for distance illumination.
- With a water resistant design, it is constructed from aircraft-grade 6061-T6 aluminum with a Type II hard anodized finish.
- The tail switch provides momentary or constant-on functionality.
- The light comes with a removable pocket clip and a removable wrist lanyard.
- The MT-120 is powered by two included AA batteries.

Bayco Aluminum Non-Rechargeable Mini-TAC Flashlight - Black - 2 AA Batteries BAY MT-120

- This non-rechargeable Mini-TAC light uses a CREE LED and has a deep parabolic reflector creating a tight, long throw beam for distance illumination.
- With a water resistant design, it is constructed from aircraft-grade 6061-T6 aluminum with a Type II hard anodized finish.
- The tail switch provides momentary or constant-on functionality.
- The light comes with a removable pocket clip.
- The MT-100 is powered by two included AAA batteries.

Bayco Aluminum Non-Rechargeable Mini-TAC Flashlight - Black - 2 AAA Batteries BAY MT-100
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WORK LIGHTS

- 1000 Watts
- 6' cord

Bayco 1005 Series Halogen Work Light -1000 Watt Convertible - 6' Tower with Spare Bulb 6' 18/3 Cord BAY SL-1005

- 500 Watts
- 3' Cord

Bayco 1002 Series Halogen Work Light - 500 Watt Heavy Duty Portable - 3' 18/3 with Spare Bulb BAY SL-1002

- 500 Watts

AutoCraft Halogen Bulb, 500W BFS AC4449
Batteries, Lights & Shop Electrical
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• Two light levels
• Spring loaded carrier extends 77”
• Removable carrier
• AC & DC chargers included
• 35,000 hour life
• Chemical / moisture / impact resistant housing
• Magnetic or hanger-hook mounting
• Adjustable carrier extends 77”
• Internal NiMH battery pack
• Run-time: 3.5 hours full / 6.5 hours half power
• Shop and car chargers included

Bayco LED Rechargeable Under Hood Worklight BAY SLR-2120

• This rechargeable all LED Work Light has both a spotlight and a floodlight built in.
• The spotlight, located in the base of the handle, is rated at 32 Lumens.
• It’s perfect for putting a narrow beam of light into a specific area. The floodlight, rated at 230 Lumens, is designed for lighting up a large area.
• The work light has two magnets built in...one at the balance point in the middle of the handle, and the other at the tip of the light. Light will stand up on most flat surfaces, and handle keeps the floodlight aimed in the correct direction when you lay the light on its side.
• Detachable magnetic hook.
• Can be attached to either integrated body magnet and rotated 360 degrees.
• The integrated Nickel Metal Hydride battery can be recharged with the included AC or DC power supply/charger.

Bayco Dual-Function 66 LED Rechargeable Work Light Spot Light With Magnetic Hook BAY SLR-2166

• Broad beam floodlight fits into tight places
• Soft-beam flashlight for close-in illumination
• 35,000 hour LED life
• Ergonomic shape is comfortable with or without gloves
• Rugged engineered polymer housing is impact and chemical resistant
• Internal NiMH battery pack is earth friendly with no recharge memory limitations
• Full charge every time
• AC & DC charging adapters and magnetic hook included
• Top magnet is great for reaching into tight areas to retrieve metal hardware
• Meets European community directives
• Floodlight: 30 LEDs, 60 Lumens, 2 hrs.
• Softbeam Flashlight: 4 LEDs, 8 Lumens, 16 hrs.

Bayco Dual-Function 34 LED Rechargeable Work Light Spot Light With Magnetic Hook BAY SLR-2134

• Dual-brightness Floodlight - 600/225 Lumens
• Three heavy-duty integrated magnets, one at the tip of the light, one at the mid-point of the body and one built into the base for multiple hands-free uses
• Magnetic hook can be attached to either the body or tip magnets and can be rotated 360 degrees for even more hands-free versatility
• Water resistant
• Impact and chemical resistant
• Powered by integrated Lithium-ion battery
• Includes both AC and DC power supply/charger

Bayco Multi-Purpose Rechargeable Floodlight With Magnetic Hooks & Replaceable Lens BAY NSR-2168R

• Rechargeable Multi-Purpose Dual-Light Work Light is actually two lights in one...a spotlight and a floodlight.
• Rated at 200 lumens, the spotlight beam puts a beam of light exactly where you need it. Non-focused 170 lumens floodlight built into the handle. Floodlight does not have a reflector, the light spreads out in a wide even pattern of light expressly for the purpose of lighting up areas that are close by.
• Two completely different patterns of light... a spotlight for locating the problem, and a floodlight for lighting up the area while the problem is being fixed. You can even turn both lights on at the same time for even more lighting options.
• Ergonomic handle makes it easy to hold, and the flat-bottom design means it will stand up on virtually any flat surface. Work light includes a Hook/Prop Stand. Can rotate 360 degrees. When laid on its side, the hook can act as a “prop” stand, allowing the floodlight to be pointed where it will do the best job.
• Powered by an integrated Nickel Metal Hydride battery, the spotlight will run for 3 hours, the floodlight for 2.5 and when both lights are on, you’ll get 1.5 hours of run-time. This work light includes both an AC and a DC charger/power supply.

Bayco 3-in-1 LED Task Light With Adjustable Hanger - Rechargeable
• Red BAY NSR-2492

• Cree® LED technology – 50,000+ hours LED
• Momentary or constant-on flashlight
• Sharp focused flashlight beam
• Aircraft-grade 6061-T6 aluminum housing
• Type 2 hard anodized finish
• Non-slip grip
• Water resistant
• Impact & chemical resistant
• Powered by two AAA batteries (included)

Bayco Multi-Purpose Non-Rechargeable Dual-Light
BAY NSP-1224R

• This LED Work Light Reel is attached to a Heavy Duty Metal Reel with 50’ of retractable 18/2 SVT cord.
• Lightweight and virtually indestructible. It provides excellent area illumination.
• The floodlight, rated at 120 Lumens, is designed for lighting up a large area. The work light has two magnets built in...one at the balance point in the middle of the handle, and the other at the tip of the light, perfect for attaching the light wherever it’s needed.
• Handle keeps the floodlight aimed in the correct direction when you lay the light on its side. Detachable magnetic hook. Can be attached to either integrated body magnet and rotated 360 degrees.
• Includes mounting brackets that allow it to be attached to the wall or ceiling.

Bayco 60 LED Worklight With 50’ 18/2 Cord Reel BAY SL-864

• All LED construction
• Work Light has two brightness settings: 1,200 & 600 Lumens
• Two built in magnets, one at the tip of the light and the other at the mid-point of the body offer hands-free options
• Included magnetic hook can be attached to either of the built in magnets for even more versatility
• Octagonal body design keeps the light in place when laid on its side
• Attached to 50’ of 18/2 SVT cord inside of a retractable metal reel
• Includes mounting bracket for attaching the reel to the wall or ceiling

Bayco 1,200 Lumen LED Work Light With Magnetic Hook on Retractable Reel BAY SL-866

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
This fluorescent work light uses a single 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use. The amount of light produced is similar to that of a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color to it.

- The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
- The cord uses an exclusive 90 degree swivel design making it possible to set the light down for hands-free operations.
- Nylon tipped double hooks.
- This unit utilizes a rocker style switch and has a 25' 18/2 SJT cord.

**Bayco 13 Watt Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 18/2 SJT BAY SL-520**

This fluorescent work light uses a single 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use. The amount of light produced is similar to that of a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color to it.

- The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
- The cord uses an exclusive 90 degree swivel design making it possible to set the light down for hands-free operations.
- Nylon tipped double hooks.
- This unit utilizes a rocker style switch and has a 25' 18/2 SJT cord.

**Bayco 13 Watt Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 18/2 SJT BAY SL-520**

- **Bayco 26 Watt Pro Series Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 16/3 With Tap, Ergonomic Handle & Swivel Cord BAY SL-976**
  - This fluorescent work light uses two 13 watt fluorescent bulbs, each rated at 10,000 hours of use.
  - The dual body rocker switch means that either bulb can be turned on independent of the other, or both at the same time, for a total of 26 watts of light. With both bulbs turned on, the amount of light produced is similar to that of a 125 watt incandescent bulb, but with a daylight color to it. The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
  - Built into the handle is a single 12 amp grounded Single Outlet.
  - The cord uses an exclusive 90 degree swivel design making it possible to set the light down for hands-free operations.
  - Has a retractable and removable nylon-tipped double hook located at the top of the light that can rotate 360 degrees.
  - This unit has a 25 foot 16/3 SJT cord.

**Bayco 26 Watt Pro Series Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 16/3 With Tap, Ergonomic Handle & Swivel Cord BAY SL-976**

- This fluorescent work light uses a single 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use. The amount of light produced is similar to that of a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color to it.
- The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
- Built into the handle is a single 12 amp grounded Single Outlet.
- This product has dual swivel hooks... one mount at the top and the other low down on the body.
- This unit has a rocker style switch and has a 25 foot 16/3 SJT cord.

**Bayco 13 Watt Angle Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 16/3 With Tap BAY SL-964**

- This fluorescent work light uses a single 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use. The amount of light produced is similar to that of a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color to it.
- Built into the handle is a single 12 amp grounded Single Outlet.
- The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
- The cord uses an exclusive 90 degree swivel design making it possible to set the light down for hands-free operations.
- Nylon tipped double hooks.
- This unit utilizes a rocker style switch and has a 25 foot 16/3 SJT cord.

**Bayco 13 Watt Pro Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 16/3 Flashlight End With Tap BAY SL-935**

- This fluorescent work light uses a single 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use. The amount of light produced is similar to that of a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color to it.
- The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
- The cord uses an exclusive 90 degree swivel design making it possible to set the light down for hands-free operations.
- Nylon tipped double hooks.
- This unit utilizes a rocker style switch and has a 25 foot 16/3 SJT cord.

**Bayco 13 Watt Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 6' 16/2 SJT BAY SL-507P**

- This fluorescent work light uses a single 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use. The amount of light produced is similar to that of a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color to it.
- The electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts.
- The cord uses an exclusive 90 degree swivel design making it possible to set the light down for hands-free operations.
- Nylon tipped double hooks.
- This unit utilizes a rocker style switch and has a 25 foot 18/2 SJT cord.

**Bayco 13 Watt Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 25' 18/2 SJT BAY SL-520**

- **Bayco Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 20' 18/2 On Retractable Reel BAY SL-654**
  - Cool running 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use
  - Similar amount of light to a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color (6500 Kelvin)
  - Electronic ballast provides instant no flicker cold weather starts
  - Attached to a 50 retractable cord inside of a metal reel
  - Nylon tip double hooks for hands-free use
  - Flame retardant polypropylene handle
  - Includes mounting brackets

**Bayco Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 20' 18/2 On Retractable Reel BAY SL-654**

- **Bayco Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 50' 18/2 On Retractable Reel BAY SL-765**
  - Cool running 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use
  - Similar amount of light to a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color (6500 Kelvin)
  - Electronic ballast provides instant no flicker cold weather starts
  - Attached to a 50 retractable cord inside of a metal reel
  - Nylon tip double hooks for hands-free use
  - Flame retardant polypropylene handle
  - Includes mounting brackets

**Bayco Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 50' 18/2 On Retractable Reel BAY SL-765**

- **Bayco Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 40' 16/3 With Magnet & Tap on Metal Retractable Reel BAY SL-825**
  - Cool running 13 watt fluorescent bulb rated at 10,000 hours of use
  - Similar amount of light to a 75 watt incandescent bulb but with a daylight color (6500 Kelvin)
  - Electronic ballast provides instant no flicker cold weather starts
  - Attached to a 40 retractable cord inside of a metal reel
  - Nylon tip double hooks for hands-free use
  - Flame retardant polypropylene handle
  - Includes mounting brackets

**Bayco Standard Fluorescent Work Light - 40' 16/3 With Magnet & Tap on Metal Retractable Reel BAY SL-825**

- **BAY SL-825**
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- **Bayco 18 Watt Rough Duty Fluorescent Work Light - 6' 16/3 with Tap** BAY SL918P
  - This Incandescent Work Light has a metal guard and an integrated metal hook with a rubber tip.
  - The handle has an ergonomic shape making it easier to hold and handle.
  - This unit also uses our exclusive 90 Degree Cord Swivel which keeps the cord up and out of the way making it possible to set the light down on its base for additional hands-free use.
  - It uses a push button switch and has a 25' 18/3 SJT cord.

- **Bayco 13 Watt Fluorescent Replacement Bulb for 26 Watt Lights** BAY SL-104PDQ
  - Fits models 908, 926, 975, 976 & 8908.

- **Bayco 9 Watt Fluorescent Replacement Bulb** BAY SL-229PDQ

- **Bayco 13 Watt 120V Fluorescent Replacement Bulb PL 7000K** BAY SL-103
  - Incandescent Work Light with a metal guard attached to Heavy Duty Metal Reel with 50' of retractable 18/3 5VT cord.
  - The Work Light has an integrated metal hook with a rubber tip.
  - Includes mounting brackets that allow it to be attached to the wall or ceiling.
  - It uses a push button switch.

- **Bayco Pro Trouble Light - 50' 18/3 on Metal Retractable Reel** BAY SL-851
  - Rated to handle up to a 75 watt incandescent bulb (bulb not included)
  - Ergonomic handle shape makes it easy to hold and use

- **AutoCraft Drop Light, Metal BFS AC4452**
  - This Incandescent Work Light has a non-metallic guard and a swivel plastic hook.
  - The handle has an ergonomic shape making it easier to hold and handle.
  - This unit also uses our exclusive 90 Degree Cord Swivel which keeps the cord up and out of the way making it possible to set the light down on its base for additional hands-free use.
  - It uses a push button switch and has a 25' 18/2 SJT cord.

- **AutoCraft Drop Light, Plastic BFS AC4451**
  - Rated to handle up to a 75 watt incandescent bulb (bulb not included)
  - Ergonomic handle shape makes it easy to hold and use

- **AutoCraft Work Light, Portable, 12V BFS AC4450**

- **Bayco Replacement Metal Cage for Trouble Light** BAY SL-100-6
  - Fits 450 and 840

- **Bayco Replacement Handle for Incandescent Trouble Light** BAY SL-101A

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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**POWER STRIPS**

- UL approved
- 6 regular Outlets
- Overload Protection

*AutoCraft Power Strip* BFS AC4447

- This Power Strip with AC Surge Suppression is a simple way to distribute power to as many as 6 electrical devices.
- With 73 Joules of suppression, this product even provides a low level of protection for plugged-in devices from electrical surges and line noise.
- With its built-in 15 amp circuit breaker, this unit is perfect for almost any consumer or light industrial application.
- It comes with a 4 1/2 foot 14/3 SJT cord.

*Bayco 6 Way Outlet Strip w/Surge Protector, 4.5' 14/3* BAY SL-736

**EXTENSION CORDS & TAPS**

- This is a Replacement NEMA 5-15 Male Plug.
- It has a metal clamp and is rated at 15 amps.

*Bayco Male Replacement Plug - 3 Wire* BAY SL-151

- This is a Replacement NEMA 5-15 female outlet.
- It has a metal clamp and is rated at 15 amps.

*Bayco Female Replacement Tap - 3 Wire* BAY SL-152

- Rated at up to 150 watts incandescent (bulb not included)
- Adjustable ball joint for easy positioning

*AutoCraft Clamp Light* BFS AC4448

- Spring Steel Clamp w/Scratch Resistant Vinyl Sleeve
- Rated At Up To 150w Incandescent (Bulb Not Included)
- Adjustable Ball Joint For Easy Positioning
- Energy Saving Durable On/Off Switch

*Bayco 8.5" Clamp Light* BAY SL-300

- This Retractable Cord Reel has a 30' 14/3 SJT Cord.
- With 3 separate grounded outlets and a 13 amp rating, powering your projects is quick and easy.
- The outlet bar even has a built in LED status light to let you know you have power.
- Includes mounting brackets that allow it to be attached to the wall or ceiling.

*Bayco Triple-Tap Extension Cord - 30' 14/3 on Metal Retractable Reel* BAY SL-801

- This Retractable Cord Reel has a 50' 14/3 SJTW Cord.
- With 3 separate grounded outlets and a 13 amp resettable circuit breaker, powering your projects is quick and easy.
- The outlet bar even has a built in LED status light to let you know you have power.
- Includes mounting brackets that allow it to be attached to the wall or ceiling.

*Bayco Professional Triple-Tap Extension Cord - 50' 14/3 on Retractable Reel* BAY SL-8903

- UL listed for indoor/outdoor use
- Safety orange jacket
- Heavy duty molded male/female connectors

*AutoCraft Medium Duty Indoor/Outdoor Extension Cord - 16/3-25' BFS AC885*
*AutoCraft Medium Duty Indoor/Outdoor Extension Cord - 16/3-50' BFS AC886*

- Comes with a single male plug and a single female outlet
- 16/3 gauge SJTW cold weather-rated cord
- OSHA NRTL Compliant

*Bayco 50' Single-Tap 16/3 Extension Cord* BAY SL-750
*Bayco 100' Single-Tap 16/3 Extension Cord with Lighted End* BAY SL-751

- Comes with a single male plug and a 3 outlet female end
- Outlet end lights up when power is applied
- 14/3 gauge SJTW cold weather-rated cord
- OSHA NRTL Compliant

*Bayco 25' Triple-Tap 14/3 Pro Extension Cord with Lighted End* BAY SL-740L
*Bayco 50' Triple-Tap 14/3 Pro Extension Cord with Lighted End* BAY SL-741L
*Bayco 100' Triple-Tap 14/3 Pro Extension Cord with Lighted End* BAY SL-745L

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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### PORTABLE BLOWER

- The Powerbuilt 3-Speed Portable Utility Blower is a mobile air moving solution for your home, garage and worksite.
- Use it for drying paint or carpet, adding ventilation, or exhausting fumes and dust.
- The lightweight yet durable ABS plastic housing withstands knocks and bruises for long-lasting performance.
- Moves up to 300 CFM of air.
- Adjustable air direction.
- Two built-in 120 Volt grounded receptacles for power tools, equipment and additional blowers.

**CARQUEST 3 Speed Portable Blower**

**Manufacturer**: CARQUEST
**Part Number**: CPM 642259

---

### BAYCO EXTENSION CORDS

- **Bayco 25’ Single-Tap 14/3 All Season Pro Extension Cord with Lighted End** BAY SL-993
- **Bayco 50’ Single-Tap 14/3 All Season Pro Extension Cord with Lighted End** BAY SL-994
- **Bayco 100’ Single-Tap 14/3 All Season Pro Extension Cord with Lighted End** BAY SL-995

- **Bayco 25’ Cord Triple-Tap 12/3 Lighted Ends SJEOW** BAY SL-9104
- **Bayco 50’ Cord Triple-Tap 12/3 Lighted Ends SJEOW** BAY SL-9106

- **AutoCraft 3 Outlet Grounded Indoor/Outdoor Wall Tap** BFS AC897

---

- **AutoCraft Grounding Adapters, 3 to 2 Prong** BFS AC896

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*